Introduction
Plasmonic metamaterials are composite, artificial materials, consisting of metallic resonant building blocks designed with state-of-the-art configurations. Many exotic phenomena not occurring in nature such as negative refraction (Burgos et al., 2010; Dolling et al., 2006; Lezec et al., 2007; Pendry, 2000; Shalaev, 2007; Shelby et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2000; Valentine et al., 2008; Veselago, 1968; Zhang et al., 2005) , subwavelength imaging (Fang et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2007; Pendry, 2000; Taubner et al., 2006) , cloaking (Ergin et al., 2010; Leonhardt, 2006; Lai et al., 2009; Li et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009; Pendry et al, 2006; Schurig et al., 2006) , and so on can be observed in the systems made of such materials. A particular characteristic of the system is the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) (Barnes et al., 2003; Giannini et al., 2010; Noginov et al., 2008; Zayats et al., 2005) , which originates from the coupling of the electromagnetic (EM) wave to the free electron oscillation in metallic surface. The EM waveguiding mediated by the SPPs has gained more and more attention from theorists, experimentalists, and engineers due to its promising applications in integrated optical circuit, optical storage, biosensing, and even medical therapy (Engheta, 2007; Ozbay, 2006; Zia et al., 2006) . A series of plasmonic components have been proposed and realized, such as plasmonic waveguides, beam splitter, sharp bends and so on. Very recently, based on the excitation of the SPPs the plasmonic Luneburg and Eaton lens are even realized experimentally (Zentgraf, 2011) .
So far, plasmonics relevant phenomena have been extensively investigated from both the theoretical and the experimental perspectives. The symmetry of the Maxwell's equations with respect to its electric and magnetic part suggests that the magnetic analogue of the surface plasmon, "magnetic surface plasmon" (MSP) (Gollub et al., 2005; , can also be excited. It originates from the coupling of EM wave to the collective resonance of spin wave, and thus can be observed in the magnetic system. However, the relevant issues are not examined elaborately as the case for the surface plasmon in metallic materials. In addition, there appeared burgeoning activities in exploring the phenomena resulting from the time 21 www.intechopen.com 2 Metamaterial reversal symmetry (TRS) breaking for photons. Among others, the EM one-way edge modes analogous to quantum Hall edge states were discussed by Haldane and Raghu (Haldane & Raghu, 2008) , and later by Wang and co-workers . Recently, the self-guiding unidirectional EM edge states are also realized theoretically (Ao et al., 2009 ) and experimentally (Poo et al., 2011) . In the metamaterials designed with ferrite materials, the magnetic response is intrinsic, accordingly, termed as magnetic metamaterials (MMs), where the MSP resonance can be excited. Besides, the TRS breaking relevant phenomenon for the photons can also be observed Wang et al., 2008) . In particular, we can find that the MMs can mold the reflection in a dramatic manner .
Similar to the electric surface plasmon (ESP) resonance occurring when its permittivity ε = −1 in metallic rod. For a ferrite rod, the MSP resonance occurs when its effective permeability µ = −1 . Due to the TRS breaking nature in ferrite materials, there exist unequal amounts of states with opposite angular momenta for the scattered field. Near the MSP resonance, the angular momenta contents are dominated by one sign, with that for the other sign almost completely suppressed. Accordingly, a giant circulation (clockwise or anticlockwise) of energy flow develops, so only the energy flow in one direction is supported (Chui & Lin, 2007) . Consequently, in this work we consider the phenomenon resulting from the combined action of the MSP resonance and the TRS breaking . In addition, the working frequency can be controlled by an external magnetic field (EMF), facilitating the design of the practical EM devices.
The present chapter is organized as follows. In the second part, we give a brief introduction on the Mie theory on the ferrite rod and the multiple scattering theory used in the numerical simulations. Then, we present the reflection behavior due to the MSP resonance and its physical origin. The dependence of the behavior on the working frequency and the source-interface separation is also examined. Following this part, we show a design of a one-way EM waveguide (OEMW) based on this effect. Most importantly, the robustness of the OEMW against defect, disorder, and inhomogeneity of the EMF are examined. The manipulability of the working frequency is demonstrated as well by tuning the EMF. Some other complicate EM devices such as a sharp beam bender and a beam splitter are also designed. In addition, all the designed EM devices are shown to be operable even in the deep subwavelength scale. Our results are summarized in the conclusion part.
Theoretical approach
To design the MM, we use single crystal yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG) ferrite rods as building blocks. In our case, the ferrite rods are arranged periodically as a square lattice in the air with lattice constant a and the radius of the ferrite rod r s . The rod axis are oriented along the z direction, corresponding to the direction of the EMF. When fully magnetized, the magnetic permeability can be written in the form (Pozar, 2004; Slichter, 1978) where ω 0 = γH 0 is the resonance frequency with γ = 2.8 MHz/Oe the gyromagnetic ratio; H 0 the sum of the EMF applied in z direction and the shape anisotropy field (Pozar, 2004) , ω m = 4πγM s is the characteristic frequency with 4πM s = 1750 Oe the saturation magnetization, and α is the damping coefficient of the ferrite. In the calculation of photonic band diagram, we set α = 0 , and in the simulation α = 3 × 10 −4 . The relative permittivity of the ferrite rods is taken as ε = 15 + 3 × 10 −3 i. In our work, the transverse magnetic (TM) mode is considered.
To make our results reliable and convergent efficiently, we have used the Mie theory to solve the scattering properties of a single ferrite rod. For an incident EM wave with TM polarization, it can be expanded into vector cylindrical wave functions (VCWFs) (Bohren & Huffman, 1983 )
where j suggests that the j−th coordinate is used, indicating that the EM fields are expanded around the j−th ferrite rod, N (1) n (k b , r j ) is the VCWF with k b the wavenumber in the background medium, satisfying k 2 b = ω 2 ε b µ b , ε b and µ b correspond, respectively, to the permittivity and permeability of the background medium, E n = i n |E 0 | with |E 0 | the amplitude of the incident EM wave. For plane wave, the expansion coefficients can be easily obtained q
where k b = κ cos φ κ e x + κ sin φ κ e y is the wave vector of the incident EM wave with κ = |k b |, d 0j = r − r j , corresponding to the position of the j−th ferrite rod in the 0−th coordinate. The scattered EM wave can be expanded into VCWFs as well in the form
(2) and (4), the VCWFs are defined according to
where
In Eq. (6), J n (kr) and H
n (kr) correspond, respectively, to the first kind of Bessel function and the first kind of Hankel function.
The EM wave inside the ferrite rod can also be expanded into VCWFs, but the form is so complicated. Therefore, to save the space we do not give the corresponding result. By matching the boundary conditions, we can solve the problem and obtain the Mie coefficients, which can connect the unknown scattering coefficients with the given expansion coefficients of the incident wave in the form b
n ,( 7 ) where S (j) n is the Mie coefficients of the j−th ferrite rod (Chen et al., 2007; Chui & Lin, 2007; Eggimann, 1960) 
. By combining the Mie theory with the multiple scattering theory (Felbacq et al., 1994; Leung & Qiu, 1993; Liu & Lin, 2006; Wang et al., 1993) , we can handle the scattering problem for a system consisting of multiple ferrite rods. Then, the scattering coefficients around each ferrite rod can be obtained by solving the linear equations
In Eq. (9), A nm is the translational coefficient (Chew, 1995) 
MSP resonance in MM
The MM considered are made of single crystal YIG rods arranged periodically in a square lattice with the lattice constant a = 8m ma n dt h er o dr a d i u sr = 
corresponding to the case when µ r + µ κ = −1 , which can be regarded as the effective permeability of a single ferrite rod. In the present case, the applied EMF field is such that H 0 = 900 Oe, yielding a MSP resonance at f s = 4.97 GHz. To gain a better understanding of the MSP resonance, we present the photonic band diagram in Fig. 1 (a) . At the working frequency f = 5 GHz (corresponding the wavelength 60 mm) the wavelength is nearly 8 times of the lattice constant a so that the MM can be considered as an effective medium. With the effective-medium theory developed in our previous work (Jin et al., 2009) , we can retrieve the effective permeability tensor,
Then, the effective permeability µ eff for TM mode is given by (µ 2 − µ ′ 2 )/µ,whichisshownin Fig. 1(b) . By comparing the photonic band diagram and the effective constitutive parameters µ eff and ε eff , we can find that double positive effective parameters correspond to the photonic bands, single negative effective parameter corresponds to the photonic band gap (PBG) , while the resonances correspond to the flat bands. Near the frequency corresponding to the flat bands in Fig. 1 (b) (at the MSP resonance frequency f s = 4.97 GHz) the effective magnetic permeability is nearly equal to −1 as is marked by the black dashed line, consistent with the analysis on the single ferrite rod. For this reason, the MSP resonance can be considered as the magnetic analogue of the surface plasmon resonance inhabited in the metallic materials. In addition, around the MSP resonance two PBGs come into existence as denoted by the yellow stripes in Fig. 1 (a) where µ eff < 0, in the vicinity of the MSP resonance. This is also the working frequency range we select to examine the corresponding reflection behavior.
Molding reflection with MM slab
To explore the physical consequence resulting from the combined action of the MSP resonance and the TRS breaking, we have examined the reflection behavior of a TM wave excited by a line source working at a frequency near f s and located near an MM slab. Typical results are demonstrated in Fig. 2 , where the line source oscillating at f = 5 GHz is located a distance a = 8 mm away from a four-layer MM slab. The total electric field, the scattered electric field, together with the x-component of the Poynting vector are plotted in panels (a), (b), and (c), respectively, where a sharply asymmetric reflection (SAR) can be observed. On the left hand side (LHS) of the line source, the scattered field substantially cancels the incoming field, resulting in a darkened region near the MM surface. On the right hand side (RHS) of the line source, the scattered field significantly enhances the EM field, giving rise to a brightened region near the MM surface. Since the working frequency is selected in the PBG as can be seen from the photonic band diagram in Fig inside the MM slab, it therefore also attenuates the incident field outside the MM slab. The situation is quite different on the RHS of the line source. As can be seen from Fig. 2 (b) , the bright fringe outside the MM slab is at the same position as the dark fringe inside the MM slab near the interface. There appears a nearly half-wavelength mismatch for scattered waves inside and outside the MM slab. This suggests a phase change around π occurs inside and outside the MM slab. As a consequence, while the scattered field cancels the incident field inside the slab due to the phase mismatch, it considerably enhances the EM field near surface outside the MM slab owing to in-phase interference. In this manner, we can understand the SAR effect phenomenologically.
As can be seen from Fig. 1 , the working frequency is selected near the MSP resonance, which plays a crucial role for the phenomenon occurring in the system. The excitation of the MSP resonance can lead to the appearance of the unidirectional circulation of the energy flow as schematically shown in Fig. 3 . Accordingly, for a line source located near the surface of the MM slab, the leftward energy flow is inhibited while the rightward energy flow is supported P P Line source (d), (e), and (f) correspond to the cases when d = 1a,2a,3a,5a,7a,and10a, respectively. All the other parameters are the same as those in Fig. 1 . The working frequency is selected at f = 5 GHz. The MM slab is the same as that in Fig. 2. and reinforced. For this reason, we can observe the SAR effect shown in Fig. 2 . Interestingly, by reversing the orientation of the EMF the circulation of the energy flow can also be reversed. Therefore, the EM property relevant to the SAR effect is magnetically tunable.
Separation dependence of the SAR effect
As aforementioned, the SAR effect originates from the MSP resonance. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the dependence of the SAR effect on the source-interface separation d. The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 4 where panels (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) correspond to the electric field patterns when d = 1a,2a,3a,5a,7a,and10a, respectively. The operating frequency is f = 5 GHz, all the other parameters of the MM slab are also the same as those in Fig. 2 . When the line source is close to the interface of MM slab a dramatic SAR effect can be observed. With the increase of the separation d, the SAR effect becomes weaker and weaker, namely, more and more electric field is scattered into the outside space. When the line source is far enough from the interface (d ≈ λ), the electric field near the interface becomes very weak and the electric field pattern is nearly symmetric as can be observed in Figs. 4 (e) and (f). This result can be understood from the following approximate physical picture. The incoming electric field at a position r is given by
The scattered electric field is approximately of the spatial dependence of that from an image term
where s = ±1, depending on whether one is on the LHS or RHS of the source. For small d, there is an obvious cancellation between these two terms. As d is increased, this cancellation only remain at y = 0. But for other values of y, this cancellation becomes too much weaker.
Frequency dependence of the SAR effect
The MSP resonance occurs at a specified frequency. Accordingly, the SAR effect should be also dependent on the selection of the working frequency. In Fig. 5 (a) , we present the photonic band diagrams at higher frequencies, where three PBGs are identified. We first examine the reflection behavior at the frequency f = 9.5 GHz located at the bottom of the first PBG. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 6 (a) , where the field pattern is almost symmetric, no SAR effect can be observed. Presumably, the Chern numbers of the photonic bands nearby are zero, only a tiny circulation of the energy flow occurs so that no significant asymmetry reflection is observed. The result is consistent with that in Wang and coworkers' research where they present the Chern number corresponding to the photonic bands . Similarly, for the upmost PBG ranging from 17 GHz to 19.5 GHz, the SAR effect can not be observed either due to the same reason. Between these two PBGs, there exist another narrow PBG as denoted by a yellow stripe in Fig. 5 (a) . We select a frequency f = 15.5 GHz as the working frequency to examine the reflection behavior. For convenience, we have given in Fig. 5 (b) the amplified view of the photonic band diagram around this PBG. The corresponding electric field pattern is shown in Fig. 6 (b) where the electric field on the RHS is nearly vanished near the interface, while on the LHS the electric field can be supported so that the SAR effect comes into appearance. The PBG comes from the degeneracy lift resulting from the gyrotropic anisotropy of the MMs. At this frequency range, the energy circulation can be excited, which we will discuss later on.
For comparison, we have also performed the simulation to examine the reflection behavior of a line source from an MPC slab with the same parameters in Wang and coworkers' research . Concretely, the lattice constant is a = 38.7 mm, the radius of the ferrite rod is r = 0.11a = 4.3 mm, the corresponding matrix elements of the magnetic permeability are µ = 14 and µ ′ = −12.4, the working frequency is f = 4.28 GHz, and the line source is located 0.25a away from the interface. The electric field pattern is shown in Fig. 6 (c) where the EM wave is reflected somewhat leftwards. A weak asymmetry reflection can be observed. In this case, the Chern numbers of the photonic bands around the PBG are not zero as shown by Wang and coworkers . However, different from the results shown in Fig.   564 Metamaterial www.intechopen.com . The reflection behavior for the working frequency located at f = 9.5 GHz (a) and f = 15.5 GHz (b), corresponding to those in the lower and higher PBGs, respectively, due to the Bragg scattering. The reflection behavior of a line source from an MPC slab with the same parameters in is also examined as shown in panel (c).
2, there appears no enhancement of EM field near the interface due to the absence of MSP resonance.
It should be noted that the direction of EM energy circulation does not depend solely on the magnetization, as can be illustrated by comparing Fig. 2 (a) to Fig. 6 (b) . To determine the direction of the circulation (clockwise or anticlockwise) we need to calculate the energy circulation around the ferrite rods. For a single rod, it can be evaluated according to
where A(ω)= π|E 0 | 2 µ b ω is the prefactor with E 0 the amplitude of the incident wave and µ b the magnetic permeability of the background medium, x = k b r s is the size parameter, b n and q n are, respectively, the expansion coefficients of the scattered and incident wave corresponding to the angular momentum n, J n (x) is n−th order the Bessel function, and H (1) n (x) is the n−th order Hankel function of the first kind. From Eq. (15), it can be found that the energy circulation depends on the difference of the scattering amplitude for the |n| and the −|n| terms. While the scattering amplitude corresponding to n = 0 is not involved. We have calculated the energy circulation around a typical ferrite rod in the first layer of the MM slab. The results show that the circulation is about −10 −2 A(ω) for Fig. 2 (a) , suggesting a clockwise energy flow, thus explaining the rightwards reflection. For Fig. 6 (a) , the energy circulation is nearly zero, corresponding the nearly symmetric reflection. For Fig. 6 (b) , the energy circulation is about 10 −2 A(ω), indicating that an anticlockwise energy flow is formed, explaining the leftwards reflection. While for the case in Fig. 6 (c) , the energy circulation is about 10 −4 A(ω), much weaker than the case in Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 6 (b) . Accordingly, although the leftward reflection occurs, along the interface nearly no EM mode is supported. 
Design of an OEMW based on the MSP
Based on the SAR effect we can explore some possible applications. A typical example is due to the remarkable asymmetry of the Poynting vector as shown in Fig. 2 (c) . Because of the existence of the PBGs around the MSP resonance, the EM wave can be confined between two MM slabs and transported only in the channel, similar to the conventional photonic crystal waveguide. If two MM slabs have the opposite magnetization, then the EM wave reflected forward from one MM slab will also be reflected forward from the other, leading to the design of an OEMW different from those proposed recently He et al., 2010; Huang & Jiang, 2009; Wang et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2008; Zhu & Jiang, 2010) . The performance of the OEMW is illustrated in Fig. 7 (a) where a line source is placed at (−5.5a,0), in the middle of two MM slabs with the channel width D = 2a. The parameters for the MM slabs and the operating frequency of the line source are the same as in Fig. 2 . It can be observed that the EM wave propagates rightward as demonstrated by the x component P x of the Poynting vector P shown in Fig. 7 (b) . To further illustrate the one-way characteristic, we display in Fig. 7 (c) the electric field along y = 0 and the rightward transmitted power, T x = 3a −3a P x dy, as the functions of the position x. In addition, the EM energy exhibits an extremely low decay rate that is less than 0.1 dB/λ when taking into account of the realistic material absorption (Pozar, 2004) . To search out the physical essence, in the following, we will neglect the damping for simplicity.
Channel width dependence of the OEMW
As already shown in Fig. 4 , the SAR effect is dependent on the source-interface separation and it is only workable when the separation is small. This suggests that the OEMW designed according to this effect should also depend on the channel width. Physically, as the channel width becomes larger than a wavelength, one part of the EM wave can propagate along the channel without experiencing any of the reflection. Therefore, the unidirectional propagation characteristic shown in Fig. 7 will be diminished. In Fig. 8 , we have presented the electric field patterns for the OEMW with different channel widths. Panels (a), (b), (d), (e), and (f) correspond to channel widths D = 2.0a, D = 4.0a, D = 5.5a, D = 5.6a, D = 5.7a,a n d D = 6.0a, respectively. For OEMW with the channel width D < 5.5a, the leftward propagating EM wave is suppressed completely. The OEMW can be considered as a unidirectional device with good performance. However, with the increase of the channel width more and more EM field leaks leftwards as can be observed in . This result is in good agreement with the result shown in Fig. 4 in that the unidirectionality becomes weaker and weaker with the increase of the source-interface separation. When the channel width is increased to D = 6.0a,n ea rly0 .8λ, no obvious difference can be observed for the leftward and rightward propagating EM waves.
Robustness against defect, disorder, and inhomogeneity of EMF
A particular important issue of current interest is the robustness of a designed EM devices against defect and disorder. We have performed the simulations to illustrate the issue, which indicates that the one-way waveguiding property based on the SAR effect appears to be immune to defect and disorders, as demonstrated typically in . Figure 9 (b) simulates the electric field pattern when a finite linear array of close-packed perfect electrical conductor (PEC) rods is inserted to block the channel. The radius of the PEC rod is r p = 1 2 r s . The linear array ranges from y = −2.5a to y = 2.5a, forming a drastic defect extending over 2 3 λ in length. The EM wave is seen to circumvent the PEC defect, maintaining a nearly complete power transmission T x along the channel, as shown in Fig. 9 (j) . In Fig. 10 simple schematic diagram to show how the OEMW works and how the EM wave circumvents the PEC defect, which could be helpful for the understanding of mechanism dominating the behavior. For the perfect case without any defect, the MSP resonance can induce the formation of a unidirectional energy circulation so that the channel can only support the energy flow in one direction, the OEMW is thus designed as shown in Fig. 10 (a) . When a PEC defect is inserted into the channel, an equivalent waveguiding channel can be created between the PEC defect and the MM as marked by the dashed vertical arrows. Therefore, the EM wave can get around the PEC defect without experiencing any backscattering by propagating along this equivalent channel, resulting in a nearly complete energy transmission. Compared with the defect free waveguide shown in Fig. 9 (a) , it can be observed that the defect changes only the phase of the rightward propagating wave, as a result of the delay due to the PEC defect.
The designed OEMW is also robust against the position disorder and the size fluctuation of the ferrite rods as illustrated in Figs. 9 (c) and 9 (d) where we present the corresponding electric field patterns when these two types of perturbations are involved. Position disorder is controlled by a series of random numbers, which introduce a maximal coordinate variation equal to 1 4 a. The size fluctuation of the rod radius is uniform up to 50% of the unperturbed case. It can be observed that the disorder only alters the field patterns, but not the power transmission through the channel as shown in Figs. 9 (i) and (j). Actually, for even stronger perturbation the OEMW still works well provided that the channel is not destroyed. For the edge state waveguide, ) the working frequency lies in the Bragg type PBG, so although the system can be immune to the defect, it may suffer from disorder of the building blocks. In Figs. 9 (e) and (f), we also present the averaged electric field patterns over 20 configurations of position and radius disordered systems, respectively. It can be found that the averaged field patterns bear resemblance to that without any perturbation, owing to cancellation of the field at the irregular interface for different configurations. The cases corresponding to different amplitude of perturbation are examined as well, similar behaviors can be observed, indicating the statistical validity of the results.
In realistic situation, the EMF can not be perfectly homogeneous. For this reason, we also present the simulation results for the OEMW operated under an inhomogeneous EMF. Figure  9 (g) corresponds to the case when a symmetric inhomogeneous EMF is exerted. The EMFs at the different layers from inside to outside are, respectively, 890 Oe, 910 Oe, 930 Oe, and 950 Oe, symmetrically for the upper and lower MM slabs. The situation corresponding to the asymmetric inhomogeneous EMF is also considered as shown in Fig. 9 (h) where the EMFs at different layers from inside to outside are 870 Oe, 900 Oe, 910 Oe, 950 Oe for the upper MM slab and 920 Oe, 930 Oe, 940 Oe, 970 Oe for the lower MM slab. It can be observed that the symmetric distribution of the EMF leads to a symmetric electric field pattern and the asymmetric EMF can shape the electric field pattern into an asymmetric one. However, a good performance can still be maintained. This is also a favorable aspect for the design of the EM devices. 
Tunability of the working frequency
A special property of the OEMW designed in our work is the tunability of the working frequency due to the dependence of the MSP resonance on the EMF. This tunability can be clearly seen by examining the photonic band diagrams of the MM under different EMFs as shown in Figs. 11 (a) and (b), corresponding to H 0 = 900 Oe and H 0 = 800 Oe, respectively. The yellow stripes mark the working frequency range of the OEMW, the flat bands there correspond to the MSP resonance. When the EMF decreases from H 0 = 900 Oe to H 0 = 800 Oe, the flat bands move downwards, so does the working frequency. In this manner, the working frequency can be controlled by an EMF. Due to the sensitivity of the MSP resonance dependent on the EMF, the working frequency of the OEMW can be manipulated easily.
To give a clear picture how the OEMW works under different EMF, we present in Fig. 12 the electric field patterns of the OEMW under H 0 = 900 Oe [(a), (b)] and H 0 = 800 Oe [(c), (d)], respectively. The other parameters of the OEMW are the same as those in Fig. 7 . In panel (a), the frequency is f = 5.2 GHz, lying in the working frequency range. As can be observed, the EM field is confined in the channel and a good one-way propagating behavior is manifested. When the frequency is decreased to f = 4.7 GHz under the same EMF, it lies outside the working frequency range, the EM field leaks outside the channel as demonstrated in Fig. 12  (b) . Accordingly, the EM field propagating along the channel becomes weaker and weaker so that at this frequency it can not be operated as an OEMW. Nonetheless, by tuning EMF to a lower value H 0 = 800 Oe, f = 4.7 GHz is located in the new working frequency range as can be confirmed from the photonic band diagram in Fig. 11 (b) . The corresponding electric field pattern is shown in Fig. 12 (c) where we can observe that the OEMW works very well. Similar to the case shown in Fig. 12 (b) , if the frequency is tuned to f = 5.2 GHz, lying outside the working range under H 0 = 800 Oe. Then, the device can not be operated as an OEMW by examining the electric field pattern shown in Fig. 12 EMF from H 0 = 900 Oe to H 0 = 800 Oe, the working frequency can be adjusted from 5.2 GHz to 4.7 GHz. Accordingly, by tuning the EMF we can manipulate the working frequency of the OEMW. However, for the OEMW designed based solely on the TRS breaking, the working frequency is inert to the EMF so that no manipulability can be expected.
Design of beam bender and splitter
Based upon the SAR effect, we can also design other EM waveguiding devices by constructing a corner configuration. Typical simulation results of such applications are presented in Fig. 13 where the configuration of the system is similar to that of the OEMW except that a cladding slab is added on top of the system. For a line source located in the vertical channel at (0, −15a), the EM wave is seen to propagate upward first, operated in the same manner as an OEMW. After that, the EM waves make a 90 • turn at the corner without any backward scattering so that nearly 100% power transmission is realized for the beam bender, as shown quantitatively in Fig. 13 (e) by the blue solid line. The power transmission rates are defined as T x /T y with T x and T y the EM energy propagating along the two different parts of the channel in the x (rightward) and the y (upward) directions. They are calculated numerically according to T x = 3a −3a P x dy and T y = 3a −3a P y dx. By reversing the magnetization of the ferrite rods with the coordinates x < 0 in the upper cladding slab, the EM wave can be divided equally into two branches at the bifurcation point x = 0 as shown in Fig. 13 (b) . In each wing the EM wave is transported with 50% power transmission in some frequency range, as is shown in Fig. 13 (e) by the red dashed line. In the frequency range f > 5.04 GHz the power transmission rate for the beam bender decreases obviously as can be observed in Fig. 13 (e) . To explain this, we have presented the electric field patterns for the beam bender and splitter operated at the frequency f = 5.1 GHz. The results are shown in Figs. 13 (c) and (d), respectively. For the beam bender, due to the difference of the light path at the upper and lower interfaces the wave front is severely distorted. In addition, as the frequency deviates from the MSP resonance, the energy circulation around the ferrite rods becomes weaker. Therefore, some part of the EM wave leaks leftwards as shown in Fig. 13 (c) , resulting in the drop of the transmission rate. Since the orientation of the magnetization can be controlled by an EMF, the function of the system can be switched between bender and splitter. This makes the device more flexible and favorable in practical applications.
The unidirectional waveguiding device designed in our work can still be operable with a good performance in a deep subwavelength scale. In Fig. 14 waveguiding device considered in panels (a), (b), and (c) are designed in the same manner as those in Figs. 7 (a), 13 (a), and 13 (b), respectively, except that the MM is scaled down in size, with a = 2mmandr = 1 4 a, while keeping the working frequency f = 5 GHz unchanged. In such situation, the working wavelength λ = 60 mm is nearly 30 times the lattice constant a.I t can be observed from the field patterns that a superior subwavelength confining and steering is realized in a straight OEMW, a sharp beam bender, and a beam splitter. The numerical calculations indicate that the full lateral width at half maximum field intensity w h < 0.1λ. The power transmissivity is also simulated for the beam bender and splitter as shown in Fig.  14 (d) where the red dashed line and the blue solid line correspond to panels (b) and (c), respectively. It can be seen that the waveguiding devices still exhibit a high transmission efficiency as well as a finite band width. In addition, compared with the results shown in Fig.  13 (e) , it can be seen that a shift of the working frequency is demonstrated, which originates from the enhancement of the coupling strength due to the decrease of the lattice separation. Comparing with the results shown in Fig. 13 , we can also find that the transmission efficiency for the beam bender is much improved. The reason lies in that the decrease of the channel width will ease up the distortion of the EM field, which is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 14 (b) . Accordingly, the power leakage of the EM wave to the left wing of the horizonal channel can be decreased. Besides, just like the case shown in Fig. 13 the function of the system is still magnetically switchable between beam bender and splitter. Fig. 7(a) , Fig. 13(a) , and Fig. 13(b) , respectively, except that the lattice constant of the MM is a = 2mmandrodradiusr = 1 4 a.T h ec u r v e si n (d) gives the rightward transmissivity for the beam bender and beam splitter.
Conclusion
In summary, we have demonstrated a very interesting SAR effect occurring at the interface of an MM slab. The Mie theory and the multiple scattering theory used in our simulation have also been introduced. Our results suggest that the SAR effect originates from combined action of MSP resonance and TRS breaking nature of MM under an EMF. We also examine the dependence of SAR effect on the frequency and the source-interface separation. Possible applications have been demonstrated by designing a straight OEMW, a sharp beam bender, and a beam splitter. An excellent performance of the device can be achieved. In particular, our design can even be operable in the deep subwavelength scale. Actually, a lot more issues can be expected with appropriate design of the MM such as the muti-channel unidirectional filter, cloaking, and also the zero index materials.
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